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Ethernet Services

Gorge Networks’ Metro Ethernet (Metro E) does what technologies like T1 can’t. Not only is it secure and reliable (with 24/7 network monitoring), it’s scalable; allowing you to quickly and easily adjust your bandwidth, or add more locations, while keeping costs in check.

Because your total cost of ownership is lower, you’ll stretch your budget. You’ll also be connected to customers, suppliers, and remote sites more efficiently than ever before. Whether you need streaming video surveillance, Audio/Video conferencing, or are sending large files (X-rays, blueprints,
high-resolution images, or video clips), we have a solution that will meet your needs.

**Metro E Features**

- Bandwidth options from 1.5 Mbps to 1 Gbps
- Can increase speeds without reconfiguring your network
- Private connection between 2 or more locations
- Fastest average repair time of any circuit type
- Local customer support

**Interested in Ethernet Services?** Contact Business Sales *(541) 386-8300* ext 401 or use the email form below.
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